
Homework, Quiz questions and Final Task for Center for Artifact Studies' Online Course Introduction to 
Identifying and Authenting Photographs

Course website: www.photoidcourse.wordpress.com
Center For Artifact Studies home site: www.cycleback.com
Email: cycleback@cycleback.com

The following are the homework questions, final questions and the final presentation for online/distance/work-
at-your-own course. To receive credit for finishing the course, you must submit your answers to 
cycleback@cycleback.com, along with a $35 grading fee (via Paypal to cycleback@cycleback.com). If answers 
are accepted, you will receive email confirmation that you finished and passed the coursework the course.
The main assignment questions are identical to the homework questions included in the online posted 
assignments. Ideally, you will be answering those questions as you go along. Following the homework questions 
are several short final quiz questions and the final presentation.
Email any questions or comments to the above address. Thank you!

Homework questions to answer for assignment #1)
1)  Give one way a photograph can be identified as a reprint made many years after the image was shot.
2) What does it mean when a photograph is authentic?
3) What is the difference between a fake and a forgery?
4) Under a microscope, how does a computer digital reprint of a photograph differ from the original photograph?
5) What is the difference between original and original printed later?
6) What does a later generation photograph mean?

Homework Questions for Assignment #2
7) Why do photo experts look for the visual presence of paper fiber under magnification in an albumen print?
8) Most albumen prints are mounted. What does that mean?
9)Antique albumen paper is very thick: True or False.

Homework Questions for Assignment #3
10) In general, will a 1905 gelatin-silver print be thinner or thicker than a 1980 gelatin-silver print?
11) What is silvering and what does it indicate about a photograph's age?
12) What is resin coated photopaper and when was it introduced?

Homework questions for Assigment #4
13) What materials are daguerreotypes, tintypes and ambrotypes made out of?
14) According to the chart in the chapter 12, what size is a 1/4th plate Daguerreotype?
15) How do you tell the difference between a tintype and a daguerreotype?
16) What was the first true color photograph and what material was it made out of? 
17) Briefly describe what an opalotyle looks like and is made out of?
18) What are the differences between an ivorytype and an orotone?
19) Pre-1910 negatives and slides are made out of what material?
20) There is no question #20

Homework questions for assignment #5
21)  When was the 5 digit US postal zip code introduced?
22) If the back of a snapshot says ‘A Kodak Paper’ what period does the photo date to?
23) Can photographers’ stamps be forged?
24) When was the International Newsreel Stamp used?

Homework questions for Assignment #6
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25) How do you tell the difference between a dye transfer and a cibachrome photograph?
26) If a true color photo is matte/fibery on back and glossy on front, it is a c-print.  True or false?
27) If someone shows you a ‘1950 color photo,’ what qualities would support that photo indeed indeed being old 
versus modern reprint?’

Homework questions for assignment #7
28) According to chapter 11, what are the differences (both in physical look and time period) between a 
‘Postcard Era’ postcard and a ‘Divided Back’ postcard?
29) According to the stampbox listing in the chapter, what era does the ‘AZO (2 triangles up, 2 triangles down)’ 
stampbox come from?

Homework questions for Assignment #8
30) Carte de visite is French for what?
31) What are the dimensions of a cabinet card? 
32) A cabinet card is larger or smaller than a carte de visite?
33) What are the dimensions of a boudoir card?
34) Describe what a crayon and chalk portrait photograph looks like.
35) What are the dimensions of a Swiss card?

Assignment #10 Homework questions:
36) What is the difference between a wire photo and an original photo?
37) How do you identify a news photo as a wirephoto?
38) All other things equivalent (same subject, age, size, condition, etc), what will be worth more: a wire photo or 
an original new photo?
39) Describe some type of production marks that can be found on news photos and what was their purpose?
40) Some collectors like productions marks on photos and other don’t. Some take it on a case per case situation– 
for example, not minding notes on back but preferring the front image not to be ‘marred’ by marks. What is your 
personal taste?

Final Quiz Questions
F1) How does a black light identify modern photos?  What are its limitations in this respect?
F2) How do you tell the difference between a real photograph and a digital or photomecanical print?
F3) How in general does thickness of the paper relate to the age of a photograph? 
F4) What's the name of the most common form of color photograph?  
F5) What's the name of the most common 1800s paper photographic process?
F6) Name two real photo or photomechanical/digital processes that have (or can have) glossy surfaces and two 
that have (or can have) matte surfaces.
F7) Can a stamp be forged? Give an example how a stamp can be identified as a forgery?

Final Task:
Send clear back and front images of three different photos, date and identify them and explain how you came to 
the dates and identities. They are three photos of your choosing, perhaps photos that you collect or in areas that 
interest you. Things to talk about may include process, texture, black light test, style, stamping and/or tags. 

The following page is an example answer:



This is an original 1930 Associated Press Photo of baseball player Roger Hornsby. The image is sharp and clear, 
which is consistant with it being printed from the original negative. The paper is off white and toned on back and 
does not fluoresce under black light, which is consistent with the age. The front is glossy, while the back has a  
fibery/matte texture which is consistant with a gelatin silver print of that age. The back has a brown and brittle 
paper caption remnant dated 1930 and a 1930 date stamp supporting the 1930 date.  The front glossy surface has  
wear consistent with old age, including wrinkles, creases and edge wear.  All of this, especially the brown paper  
caption tag and date stamp, support the 1930s date, and the sharp and clear image supports that it is an original 
from 1930.


